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The Economic Return on Investment
in South Carolina’s Higher Education
Executive Summary
Education, Aristotle said, is the best provision for old age. For individual citizens,
education provides a basis for economic security that can last into retirement. For society as a
whole, education builds the foundation for ensuring economic prosperity now and in the future.
The economic return on investment in higher education in South Carolina is widely
believed to be positive. Even so, the precise benefits of investing in higher education are not well
understood.
This study, sponsored by the South Carolina
Higher Education Study Committee (HESC), provides a
basis for a deeper understand of higher education’s
benefits, along with the associated costs.

Individuals who earn bachelor’s
degrees are much more likely to
achieve a higher socioeconomic
status compared with lesseducated
citizens.

One way of assessing the benefits to South
Carolinians of investing in higher education is to evaluate
increased lifetime earnings for individuals. The study finds that:
•

Over a typical career, the total income for an individual in South Carolina with a
bachelor’s degree is $2.5 million, after subtracting higher education’s costs.

•

On average, individuals holding bachelor’s degrees earn $1.2 million more than
individuals with just a high school diploma. Given an average investment in a fouryear degree, an individual gains 8.2 times that amount in additional income.

The principal aim of the study is to assess the economic return of reaching the HESC goal
for South Carolina to be among the top states with its residents holding bachelor’s degrees (or
higher) by 2030, as posited in the South Carolina Higher Education Study Committee (HESC)
Action Plan. Note that throughout the study only the bachelor’s (or baccalaureate) degree is used
as the basis for the analysis because consistent data are available for states. It should be stressed
that other levels of educational attainment (notably associate, graduate, and professional degrees,
along with certificate programs) engender economic returns for individuals and society as well.
This goal implies a target for the workforce where 29 percent of the working age
population (ages 25-65) has at least a bachelor’s degree. This goal assumes increases in both the
traditional K-12 pipeline to higher education and adult higher educational attainment.
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In the economic analysis of the HESC Action Plan, the increase in earnings derives from
two sources: the benefits for enhanced education for the individual (the individual benefit) and
the spillover benefits resulting from a generally better educated population (the societal benefit).
Based on a thorough literature review, the most advanced methods to calculate the individual and
societal benefits were identified and followed in this study.
The analysis by the Division of Research, Moore School of Business analysis uncovers a
striking potential pay-off from achieving the HESC Action Plan goals.
The study finds that:
•

After reaching the goal in 2030, each dollar spent by the state boosts South Carolina’s
annual economic activity (measured by gross state product) by $25.20.

•

The overall effect on the size of South Carolina’s economy is considerable—an annual
gain for South Carolina after reaching the goal in 2030 of $6.9 billion in new annual
personal income, $7.8 billion in gross state product, and 44,514 additional permanent
jobs per year.

•

The economic benefits will spread across every region of the state. Economic impacts
are presented in the study for 27 areas of South Carolina.

This positive economic impact will have the potential to decrease significantly South
Carolina’s unemployment rate, which at the time of this writing stood at a record 11.5 percent.
According to the latest U.S. Census data, the jobless differences among the college-educated and
those with lower levels of educational attainment are dramatic. From 2005 to 2007 (the latest
data), the average unemployment rate for South Carolina was 5.8 percent. For citizens with less
than a high school degree, the rate jumped to 12.1 percent. For those with a bachelor’s degree or
more, it fell to 2.4 percent. This phenomenon is found across all areas of South Carolina. When
data are available for the recession that began in 2008, it will be interesting to see how the
college educated workforce performed. It is likely to
hold to the pattern found in the expansion years, only
The expected increase in earnings derives
worse for every segment of the population. Beyond
from two sources: the income increase
jobless rates, the study documents another key feature
from more education for the individual
of the state’s economy: the labor force participation
(the individual benefit) and the
for college graduates is much higher than for others.
additional increase in earnings resulting
This means college graduates contribute to the overall
from a generally more educated
economy at an elevated rate, which means more tax
population (the societal benefit).
revenue. Poverty rates are significantly different as
well: just 3.5 percent for individuals with a bachelor’s
degree or more, vaulting to 27.1 percent for the segment of the population without a high school
degree. Clearly, less poverty means state and local government costs are lower.
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Indeed, the study also shows that, across all states, the share of the working population
(25-65) with at least a bachelor’s degree is highly correlated with higher per capita income. The
association is approximately 80 percent. Raising per capita income is a key development goal for
South Carolina and education is obviously pivotal to that goal.
Higher education reduces state costs as well. Across all states, a higher degree of
educational attainment brings down the share of the population in prison. It is also positively
related to better access to affordable health care.
The study uncovered the following key facts about South Carolina’s education:
•

More than 90 percent of South Carolina’s prison population has no college degree; that
is, they have a high school diploma (or less).

•

South Carolina has a lower percentage of blacks graduating from colleges than the U.S.
average. The share of South Carolina’s black working population with a bachelor’s
degree or more is just 11.7 percent, compared with 26.8 percent for its white counterpart.

•

Only 8.5 percent of the working population with a bachelor’s degree or more is without
any form of health insurance. A similar incidence for counterparts with only a high
school degree is 37.5 percent.

•

Just 5.7 percent of the working population with a bachelor’s degree or more receives
Medicaid. That figure jumps to 33.3 percent for workers with a high school degree.

These facts imply that that are significant costs and benefits to the state not considered directly as
part of the economic return of reaching a higher level
of educational attainment.
The appendices to this study provide a wealth
of detailed information on the dimensions of
educational attainment in South Carolina in specific
local areas of the state. Every area will face a
significant challenge raising the bar for “human
capital,” but the potential benefits are manifold.

. . . after reaching the 29 percent goal in
2030, each dollar spent by the state
boosts South Carolina’s annual gross
state product by $25.20.

In sum, this study reveals that funding for education is not simply providing a vital public
service, but is an investment in South Carolina’s future with multiple economic and social
returns. With a better educated population, South Carolinians, the state’s communities, and the
state as a whole will be in substantially better shape to brave the future. No doubt, Aristotle
would agree.
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The Economic Return on Investment
in South Carolina’s Higher Education
Introduction
In 2009, the U.S. economy is experiencing the sharpest contraction since the 1930s. Yet
the nation’s businesses and labor force have always proven to be resilient. In the years ahead, the
economy will recover and expand. In turn, employers will require a growing pool of qualified,
highly educated workers. Businesses will also need local sources of invention and knowledge
generated by colleges and universities to bolster competitiveness.
Consequently, higher education will be pivotal in advancing economic growth in every
South Carolina community. Without the knowledge gained through higher education,
individuals—and the state as a whole—simply will not progress in the increasingly challenging
global economy.
The 2008 report of the South Carolina Higher Education Study Committee (HESC)
succinctly stated the essential economic implications of higher education:
Today’s economy is being driven by innovation, a very high proportion of
which can be traced to knowledge creation at research universities. These
institutions foster a culture of talent that benefits regions and states
through attraction of business investment, creating of new businesses,
sponsored federal and industrial research that creates high-value, highpaying jobs, and more (Higher Education Study Committee 2008).

To understand the economic implications of higher education in South Carolina, the
Division of Research in the Moore School of Business at the University of South Carolina
(hereafter “Division”) has undertaken a study for the Commission on Higher Education (CHE),
on behalf of the HESC. The HESC sought an investigation of higher education’s economic
impact focused on determining the return on educational investment for South Carolina. This
study presents the results of this analysis.
At the outset, it should be recognized that there is little debate among economists, and
most analysts, about the individual (personal) economic benefits of higher education. For
individuals, the return of education is considerable. The Division calculated that for South
Carolina:
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•

The lifetime income of the average full-time worker with a bachelor’s degree (from
ages 22-65) is $2.5 million, after subtracting the costs of higher education for the
individual.

•

During an average career, a full-time worker with bachelor’s degree earns $1.2 million
more than a full-time worker with a high school diploma alone. Given the average total
investment in a four-year education, the individual would gain 8.2 times that amount
in incremental income over his or her lifetime.

An important overall economic development metric in most states, including South
Carolina, is per capita income. Typically, South Carolina ranks among the lowest states in terms
of per capita income (fourth from the bottom in 2007). For all U.S. states, the positive
relationship between higher educational attainment for the working population and per capita
income is striking. Recent U.S. Census data indicate that the correlation between state per capita
income and the share of the working population with a bachelor’s degree or higher is 80
percent.1 It would be hard to find a stronger statistical relationship that could potentially explain
state income.
The benefits of higher education extend beyond raising income for South Carolinians.
Individuals who earn bachelor’s degrees are much more likely to achieve a higher
socioeconomic status compared with less-educated citizens. These individuals (with bachelor’s
degrees) pay substantially more taxes and place
significantly lower burdens on government programs.
Every region of South Carolina will
As this study will show, in South Carolina educated
experience the positive impact and
individuals are far less likely to be jobless, which is
economic benefits of reaching higher
consistent with the findings for the nation as a whole
educational attainment . . ..
(Baum and Ma 2007). Educated individuals are
healthier and have lower incarceration rates. Even
less-educated workers benefit when they live in communities with concentrations of moreeducated workers, earning higher wages than otherwise possible. The evidence for these findings
is documented in the pages that follow.
The study begins with an economic assessment of the HESC Action Plan goal; that is, for
South Carolina to become a leading state for workers holding bachelor’s degrees by 2030. This
includes an explanation of the methods used to assess the economic impact of stepped up
educational attainment from 2009-2030. The next section presents the statewide results. The
economic impacts are measured in terms of new income, gross domestic product (GDP), and
employment generated for South Carolina. Then, the study turns to a presentation of economic
1

This study uses the bachelor’s (or baccalaureate) degree for evaluation because it is a consistent standard
across states; other degree levels, including associate, graduate and professional also produce important economic
benefits as do certificate programs.
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impacts for 27 South Carolina regions, along with relevant and often insightful information
revealing the educational and economic status of each region in the state. Finally, the additional
benefits of higher education are assessed through a review of other research reports, along with
additional socioeconomic information for South Carolina compiled by the Division.

Assessing the Economic Return of the HESC Goals
The main objective of this study is to estimate the impact of increased higher educational
attainment for the South Carolina workforce. Specifically, the study looks at South Carolina’s
goal to be among the top states with its working-age residents holding bachelor’s degrees (or
higher) by 2030. This goal means the target is a level of attainment for the workforce that will do
the following:
◦

Reach 29 percent of working age population (ages 25-65) with at least a bachelor’s
degree;

◦

Follow a plan that increases the traditional K-12 pipeline to higher education and
raises adult educational attainment.

As stated in the introduction, there is little debate among economists, and most analysts,
that higher education provides a large, lifetime economic return in terms of increased income
relative to education costs. In this analysis, the individual and societal economic benefits of
higher educational attainment are considered.
The primary task of this study, then, is to assess the economic impact—to the individual
and society—of goals set by the South Carolina Higher Education Study Committee (HESC)
Action Plan; namely, to be among the top states with
its residents holding bachelor’s degrees (or higher)
Studies show that a person with a
by 2030.
professional degree averages three times
Using expected demographic trends and
the salary of a high school graduate and
educational attainment characteristics, the
pays taxes almost four times greater
researchers calculated the economic effects of
(Baum and Ma 2007).
achieving the 2030 goals using conservative
assumptions. The economic effects on South
Carolina were measured for state income (the main metric), statewide gross domestic product
(GDP), state employment, and state tax revenue. State income includes all sources of earnings
for South Carolinians. GDP is the commonly cited measure of total economic activity measured
in dollars. State employment is based on full-time private and public sector jobs.
The Division constructed a baseline scenario projecting economic effects to 2030 using
the following sources:
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◦

American
n Communityy Survey (A
ACS) data (20005-2007) onn the structuure of the South
Carolina population
p
b age groupp and educatiional attainm
by
ment;

◦

ACS dataa on the struccture of earnnings by age group and educational
e
a
attainment
inn
2007;

◦

U.S. Censsus populatioon projectionns for Southh Carolina byy age group;

The baseline scenario sugggests what will
T
w happen if current treends persist,, following
assumptiions outlined
d in Appendiix A. The Diivision then constructed an alternativve scenario
where thee baseline sccenario is moodified accoording to the HESC Actioon Plan; nam
mely, to reacch the
goals by 2030 as statted earlier. This
T scenarioo calls for a gradual
g
increease in the number
n
of Soouth
Caroliniaans with bach
helor’s degrrees or higheer starting in 2013. According to the HESC Actioon
Plan, by 2030 there will
w be an addditional 1344,533 residennts with bachhelor’s degreees or higherr, of
which 566,533 will co
ome from thee traditional student pipeeline and 78,,000 will com
me from the
adult poppulation.
Figure 1 depiicts this alterrnative plan for increasinng bachelor’s degrees coompared withh the
baseline. Note that South Carolinna starts at 24 percent atttainment andd reaches thee 29 percent goal
graduallyy through 20
030.

D
of Research.
R
Sourrce: Calculatted by the Division
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Statewide Impact
Given these changes to educational attainment, the economic impact can then be
determined. Using a detailed and reliable model of the South Carolina economy, the Division
estimated the total impacts associated with the expected increase in earnings (personal income)
from greater educational attainment. The expected increase in earnings derives from two sources:
the income increase from more education for the individual (the individual benefit) and the
additional increase in earnings resulting from a generally more educated population (the societal
benefit). Primarily, the societal benefit is the result of workers with lower education levels
earning more if others in the same area are more educated.
As this boost in income is spent in South Carolina, it creates a host of extra benefits. In
this study, the benefits are measured in terms of additional personal income, gross state product
(the best overall measure of state economic activity),
employment, and South Carolina revenue collections.
. . . unemployment rates are significantly
Assumptions underlying the impact analysis can be
higher among those with only a high
found Appendix A.
school degree compared to those with a
college degree.

One of the key results to emerge from the
analysis is the return on the South Carolina state
government contribution—the funding needed to reach the 2030 goal. It was found that after
reaching the 29 percent goal in 2030, each dollar spent by the state boosts South Carolina’s
annual gross state product by $25.20. This economic return remains as long as the state
continues to support the higher attainment level, ensuring that new college-educated workers
enter the labor force as others leave. In other words, the economy continuously gains $25.20
extra income every year after 2030 for every dollar of state support. The economy would stay
lifted by this amount, compared with the case where there is no change in college attainment.
Another way to assess the impact is to look at higher education’s overall effect on the
size of South Carolina’s economy. This projection again measures the ongoing benefit of the
plan—it becomes a permanent component of the economy, but does not add an additional
cumulative benefit each year. The common figures used to quantify economic benefits are
personal income, gross state (or domestic) product, and employment. If the attainment goal is
reached according to the Action Plan, then by 2030, the annual gain for South Carolina (in 2007
dollars) is:
•

$6.9 billion in total personal income;

•

$7.8 billion in gross state product;

•

An additional 44,514 permanent jobs.
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These results show the annual gain South Carolina after the goal is reached. During the
time the goal is being reached (2010-2030), the cumulative gain (in 2007 dollars) over the period
is:
y $67.8 billion in total personal income;
y $77.0 billion dollars in gross state product.
As for the cumulative economic effect during the time before reaching the 2030 goal, it
was ascertained that, for each dollar that the state spends between 2010 and 2030, $11.20 on
average is added to the economy annually (measured by gross state product) over the period.
This represents an average over the years before
2030, with lower benefit in the early years and
Without knowledge gained through higher
increasing benefits in the later years (with college
education, individuals simply cannot
attainment and income growing over time)
compete in the 21st century economy.
Next, consider the fiscal effects of this
greater level of economic activity. In this case, the revenue gain for the government can be seen
from its investment in higher education. As the state’s investment engenders higher income, in
turn, higher tax revenues are collected. That is, part of the increase in overall economic activity
(and higher gross state product) ends up contributing to government revenue, which provided the
support in the first place. The fiscal effects for South Carolina are clearly positive and grow over
time, as seen by comparing the annual (2030) and cumulative results (2010-2030):
y South Carolina’s government revenue (state and local) brings in $2.70 in taxes in
2030 for each dollar spent by the state.
y The government brings in $1.20 dollars between 2010 and 2030 for every dollar
spent.
To garner a deeper perspective on the economic effects of higher education, the overall
costs and benefits are considered. This analysis evaluates the marginal (additional) individual
benefits and the additional societal benefits of enhanced higher educational attainment. First, the
additional overall benefits are calculated for the change from the baseline scenario to the
alternative scenario. These benefits are then compared with all the marginal (additional) costs
associated with the greater share of the population with four-year degrees. In this case, the
calculation encompasses the total education costs: tuition fees, state appropriations, and lost
earnings of those individuals going to college.
Figure 2 shows the benefits and costs as the state reaches the 29 percent goal. Note how
the total additional benefits outstrip costs over time by a wider and wider margin.
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Source: Calculated by the Divission of Reseaarch.

S
South
Caro
olina Reg
gional Ressults
Every region of South Caarolina will experience
E
e
thhe positive impact and economic
e
benefits of
o reaching higher
h
educaational attainnment, albeitt in unique ways.
w
Accorddingly, the U.S.
U
Census American
A
Co
ommunity Suurvey (ACS)) Public Usee MicroSampple (PUMS) data (20052007) useed for the staatewide resuults can be ussed also to calculate
c
regiional benefitts of reachinng the
29 percennt attainmen
nt goal. The ACS
A has infformation forr the structurre of South Carolina’s
C
regional population by
b age groupp and educattional attainm
ment. It also provides a wealth
w
of datta for
each regiion, showing
g the relativee demographhic, educational, and ecoonomic statuss of each reggion.
The U.S. Cen
T
nsus regions are called Public Use Microdata
M
Areeas (PUMAss). These subbstate regiions do not cross
c
state booundaries annd typically, but not alwaays do not crross
metropollitan area bou
undaries. Soouth Carolinaa is comprised of 27 PU
UMAs. Everyy part of the state
is assigneed to a PUM
MA, which is identified by
b a code num
mber. Thesee regions, however, are not
n
assigned formal nam
mes. To makee it easier to identify the different areeas of South Carolina, thhe
h gave namess to each PU
UMA (see Apppendix B), with the cavveat that thesse
Division of Research
MAs overlaidd with South Carolina’s counties.
c
are not official. Figurre 3 depicts the 27 PUM
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For each PUM
MA in Southh Carolina, thhe Division of Research calculated the
t economicc
impact off reaching th
he 29 percennt attainmentt goal, using personal inccome as the impact meassure.
This calcculation is baased on the same
s
methoddology used for the statee analysis described earliier in
this studyy. The effectts are measuured in termss of the cumuulative total and net incoome gains froom
2010-20330. The resu
ults for the tootal income gained
g
for eaach South Caarolina regioons are displlayed
in Figuree 4. Observe that the bennefits vary byy region, in part
p becausee of the varyiing size of
PUMAS in terms of geography and
a populatioon. Nevertheeless, the maap shows how
w the paybaack of
increasedd higher educational attaainment spreads to everyy region of thhe state. Figuure 5 then shhows
the net inncome garneered in each region,
r
whicch subtracts the
t educatioon costs associated with
reaching the 2030 go
oal from the total
t
incomee (as given inn Figure 4). The educatioon costs werre
allocatedd to each areaa according to the share of state and local tax baase.
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To understand
T
d the regional dimensionn of higher education
e
annd the econom
my in more
depth, this study prov
vides a set of tables show
wing the currrent profile of each Soutth Carolina
ducational atttainment andd economic performance
p
e. Pertinent educational,
e
region inn terms of ed
demograpphic, and economic statiistics are proovided for eaach PUMA collected
c
froom the latest U.S.
Census ACS
A data. Th
he statistics include
i
educcational attaiinment dividded into fourr categories: less
than highh school, hig
gh school graaduate, somee college or associates
a
deegree, and bachelor’s deegree
or more. These samee attainment categories arre also used to break outt each PUMA
A’s poverty and
unemployyment rates,, along with labor force participation
p
n for the regiions. Note thhat the data are
a
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2005-2007 averages (the latest available information), which was a period of relative prosperity
in South Carolina. Unemployment rates in particular have risen sharply across all regions since
that time. Nevertheless, the comparisons are interesting.
Presented in Appendix B, these tables show distinct differences in unemployment and
poverty rates for the four categories of educational attainment. Poverty and unemployment rates
fall dramatically when moving from low educational attainment (less than high school) to high
attainment (bachelor’s or more).

Higher Education and Socioeconomic Development:
Further Evidence
Most economic researchers concur that investments into higher education have positive
returns for individuals and society. This section summarizes some of the recent contributions to
our understanding of higher education and socioeconomic development. Beyond greater
economic well-being, higher education is clearly associated with lower incarceration rates and a
healthier population, among other effects. This section reviews the literature and presents further
evidence on the benefits of higher education to the economy.
Consider the most common benefit, as cited for South Carolina at the beginning of this
study: individual returns. The individual returns to higher education have been studied in a
variety of contexts, including scholarly, peer reviewed articles (for a recent example, see
Yamarik 2008). Consistent with this study, this literature shows that individuals with higher
education degrees earn significantly more than they would without such degrees. Research also
shows that, as a direct result of earning higher incomes, individuals pay higher taxes. Studies
show that a person with a professional degree averages three times the salary of a high school
graduate and pays taxes almost four times greater (Baum and Ma 2007).
Another thorough study on the societal (not just individual) benefits of a highly educated
workforce is by Moretti (2004). Using a method similar to the one underlying this study, Moretti
calculated the “spillover” effect a highly educated population has on the wages of the entire
society. He found that for each one percent increase in the number of college graduates in the
total population, wages for high school dropouts increase 1.9 percent, while high school
graduates’ wages increase 1.6 percent, and college graduates’ wages increase 0.4 percent.
Moretti’s (2004) results are especially relevant in this study because the methodology for
calculating statewide educational returns (individual and societal) is considered to be the best
available and followed closely in the results presented here. His results for Arizona turn out to be
similar to those for South Carolina.
Moretti provides causal reason for this spillover increase in wages for those without
higher educational attainment. He hypothesizes that the workers, formally and informally, share
knowledge and skills, generating what economists call positive externalities for regions with a
The Economic Return of Investment in South Carolina’s Higher Education
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more eduucated popullation. Higheer income reegions, whichh correlate with
w educatioon, also havee
higher levels of spen
nding that rippples throughh the local ecconomy, suppporting incrreased wages for
retail andd service workers withouut college edducation.
Other state-leevel studies have
O
h
also doocumented thhe economicc return as well. Notably,,
economissts at The Peerryman Grooup attempteed to quantify
fy this increaase in tax revvenue for Texxas.
The studyy discovered
d that each dollar
d
investeed in higher education would
w
be retuurned eight-ffold
to the staate (Perrymaan Group 20007). It shouldd be noted thhat not all diifferences inn earnings aree
directly attributable
a
to
t education. Education is correlatedd to other facctors that cann affect earnnings
such as parents’
p
socio
oeconomic status
s
and peersonal abilitty.

As further evidence of higgher educatiion’s positivve role on staatewide incom
A
me, the Diviision
appraisedd the correlaation (or assoociation) betw
ween educattional attainm
ment and per capita incoome
across alll U.S. states. There is a strong
s
assocciation betweeen per capitta income annd the share of
o a
state’s addult populatiion with a baachelor’s deggree or higheer—approxim
mately 0.8. Lower
L
levels of
attainmennt (less than high schooll) are negativvely correlatted with statee per capita income (seee
Figure 6)). The correllation is a staatistical relattionship meaasuring strenngth, which can
c be expreessed
as a rangge from posittive one (a sttrong associaation betweeen the variabbles in the saame directionn—
as one gooes up, so do
oes the otherr) to negativee one (a stronng associatioon between the
t variabless in
the oppossite direction
n—as one gooes up the otther goes doown). The 0.88 percent correlation
between per capita in
ncome and college graduuates is remaarkable. Whiile this statisstic does not
estimate a precise cau
use-effect reelationship, it
i does suggeest that an inn-depth studyy is warranteed to
determinne if the appaarently domiinant role thaat education plays in raissing state peer capita incoome
holds up when other explanatoryy factors are also taken innto account.
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The increased
T
d economic competitiven
c
ness of a colllege-educateed work forcce is also higghly
correlated to low leveels of unempployment annd increased levels of rettirement saviings. As has
been founnd to be the case in Soutth Carolina, it appears thhat unemployyment rates are significaantly
higher am
mong those with
w only a high
h
school degree
d
comppared to thosse with a colllege degree..
Accordinng to the lateest U.S. Censsus data, thee jobless diffferences amoong those whho are colleggeeducatedd and those with
w lower leevels of educcational attaiinment are dramatic.
d
As shown in
Figure 7,, from 2005--2007 (the laatest data avaailable for coomparing unnemploymennt and
educationnal attainment levels), thhe average unemploymen
u
nt rate for Soouth Carolinna was 5.8
percent (the unemplo
oyment rate for
f 2009, whhen this studdy was beingg conducted, rose
dramatically—as exp
plained later in this docuument). For citizens
c
withh less than a high school
degree, thhe rate jump
ps to 12.1 percent. For thhose with a bachelor’s
b
deegree or morre, if falls to 2.4
percent. This
T phenom
menon is fouund across alll areas of Soouth Carolina. Further, as
a seen in Figgure

8, labor force
f
particip
pation for coollege graduaates is also much
m
higherr. This fact inndicates thatt
citizens with
w higher education
e
deegrees are more likely too work and im
mplies that more
m
econom
mic
growth iss possible in
n the state. Pooverty rates are significaantly differennt as well: 3.5 percent foor
individuaals with a baachelor’s deggree or moree and 27.1 peercent for thee populationn without
completinng high scho
ool, as givenn in Figure 9.
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Figure 10 pro
ovides another importantt dimension of educationnal progress in South
Carolina.. Here, it is seen
s
that a much
m
lower share
s
of the black
b
workinng populatioon has a degrree in
higher edducation wheen comparedd with the U.S average. The
T black atttainment rattio falls
noticeablly below thaat for whites..
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See Appendix
x B for evideence regardiing many of these relatioonships, incluuding race and
a
educationn, across all South Carollina regions. The basic pattern
p
holdss in every areea of the statte.
Because thosee with a bachelor’s degrrees are moree likely to hoold a job (annd a higher
B
paying joob), they are more likelyy to earn empployer-provided pensionn plans and 401-K’s.
4
To
attract coollege-educaated workers,, employers are more likkely to offer them pensioon plans.
Moreoveer, among alll workers off
ffered pensioon plans, colllege-educateed workers are
a more likeely to
participatte, possibly because eduucation teachhes the beneffits of savingg for retirem
ment, but alsoo
because less
l educated
d workers ussually earn lower wages and cannot afford to savve for retirem
ment
(Baum annd Ma 2007)).
Im
mportantly, lower
l
unempployment rattes and greatter retiremennt savings caan lead to
significannt relief in government
g
f
funded
sociaal programs. The unemplloyed do nott pay incomee
taxes, buut many also draw unempployment benefits that use governmeent funds. Moreover,
M
witth
the goverrnment facin
ng a future fuunding shorttfall for Sociial Security, if the population is betteer
able to saave for retireement themsselves, there would be a reduced
r
reliance on govvernmentprovidedd retirement income.
i

The challengee faced by South Carolinna can best be
T
b depicted in
i Figure 11,, which show
ws
the state’’s current un
nemploymennt rate. At thee time of thiss writing, thee 2009 statew
wide
unemployyment rate had
h reached a record 11.5 percent. The economicc and social costs borne by
high jobllessness acro
oss all regionns of South Carolina,
C
whhich the mapp in Figure 11 shows reacch
mostly innto double diigits, is undeeniable. Highher educatioonal realizatiion is the keyy to bringingg this
rate downn in the shorrt and long ruun.
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Higher educaation, moreovver, has a strrong correlattion with a decreased
H
d
neeed for costlyy
governm
ment social prrograms. Foood stamps, which
w
cost thhe governmeent $1,112 peer recipient on
o
average per
p year, aree only used inn about one percent of households
h
w a collegee graduate,
with
comparedd with 6 perccent among households with less edducation (Bauum and Ma 2007).
2
With an
estimatedd 100 million
n householdds in the Unitted States, decreasing thhe food stampp usage rate
from six percent to one
o percent could
c
save thhe governmeent about $5 billion annuually. Likewiise,
Medicaidd rates drop by
b more thann half and hoouseholds neeeding government-assissted school lunch
l
decrease by over 75 percent,
p
wheen individuaals earn a bacchelor’s degrree as compaared with a high
h
um and Ma 2007).
2
school diiploma (Bau
Perhaps the biggest
b
relieff to governm
ment social prrograms wouuld come in the form of
w
costs. Research by The Instiitute for Highher Educatioon Policy fouund that for each
reduced welfare
percentagge point incrrease in popuulation with a bachelor’ss degree, weelfare needs decreased
d
4
percent (N
Niskanen 19
996).
The reduced incidence
T
i
off crime is anoother major benefit of hiigher educattional attainm
ment.
Accordinng to nationaal studies, ovverall incarceeration ratess are only 0.11 percent forr those with
college degrees
d
as co
ompared to1.2 percent foor those withh high school degrees (B
Baum and Payyea
2004). Ecconomists widely
w
agree that the reasson for this phenomenal
p
decrease is simple:
individuaals with a baachelor’s deggree commannd higher waages and bettter jobs. Theey are also better
b
able to addapt to new technology and
a new jobbs, meaning that
t should they
t
lose a joob, they are more
likely to have the skiills needed too adapt to a new
n job.
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For all U.S. states, there is
i a positive association for share of the populatiion without a
nd the prisonn populationn share. Yet, there is a neegative correelation with
high schoool degree an
higher levels of educcational attainment. The implicationss can be seenn in Figure 12,
1 where it is
i
shown thhat non-colleege graduates comprise more
m
than 900 percent of the total Souuth Carolinaa
inmate poopulation.

Another cruciial benefit of greater eduucational attaainment is a healthier poopulation. Thhe
A
United States today faces
f
criticall health challlenges. Manny families annd individuaals throughout
the counttry have no means
m
for paay for healthh care. Yet, note
n that in Figure
F
13, onnly 8.5 perceent of
the workking populatiion with a baachelor’s deggree or moree is without any
a form of health insurrance.
A similarr incidence for
f counterpaarts with onlly a high schhool degree is
i 37.5 perceent. As seen in
Figure 133, at the sam
me time, just 5.7 percent of
o the workiing populatioon with a bachelor’s deggree
or more receives
r
Med
dicaid. That figure jumpps to 33.3 forr workers wiith a high schhool degree..
Among otherr benefits of an educated population, consider sm
A
moking. One researcher
found thaat, even afterr controllingg for income, a college degree
d
appeaars to encourage individuuals
to stop sm
moking (de Walque
W
20044). High schhool graduatees have beenn much slow
wer to decrease
smoking habits. Currrently, only around
a
11 peercent of colllege graduaates smoke, which
w
is dow
wn
from appproximately 45
4 percent inn 1954. In coontrast, highh school gradduates’ smokking rate is near
n
28 percennt as comparred with 45 percent
p
in 19954 (Baum and
a Ma 20077). De Walque (2004)
concludees that a colleege degree allows
a
indiviiduals to undderstand bettter the healthh information
presentedd in medical arguments against
a
smokking. The ecconomic imppact of reducced smoking for
states likke South Caro
olina is diffiicult to quanntify, but the Center for Disease
D
Conttrol and
Preventioon (CDC) haas estimated that annual medical cossts to United States relatiing to smokiing
are approoximately $1
157 billion (C
CDC 2002).
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While smokin
W
ng in the Unnited States has
h been on a steady decline since thhe 1950s, obeesity
rates are soaring. Currrent estimattes peg the U.S.
U adult obbesity rate att around one-third and
rapidly growing.
g
Indiividuals withh college deggrees are fivve percentagee points lesss likely to bee
obese thaan those with
h only a highh school deggree (Cutler and
a Lleras-M
Muney 2006). While manny
studies have
h
shown that
t obesity rates
r
decreasse with educcation, recentt evidence points to the fact
that the rate
r decreasees more rapiddly with yeaars of higher education (C
Cutler and Lleras-Muney
L
y
2006). One reason is that those with
w college degrees are much
m
more likely to exeercise. Acrosss all
age groupps, individuaals with bachhelor’s degreees are betw
ween 15 percent to 30 perrcent more liikely
to exercisse regularly (Baum and Ma 2007). This
T increasee is attributabble to the skkills, attitudes,
and thougght patterns cultivated by
b higher eduucation (Mirrowsky and Ross
R
2003). Those with
higher edducation deg
grees are bettter able to unnderstand thhe health bennefits of exerrcise and thee
health deetriments of obesity.
o
Thus, obesity
T
y and smokinng are both lower in indiividuals withh college deggrees. Thosee with
college degrees
d
are much
m
less likkely to partakke in other riisky behavioors as well. As
A mentioneed,
higher edducation tend
ds to lower the
t likelihoood of smokinng or not exeercising. Higher educatioon
also leadds to increaseed chances of
o using a seaat belt or eatting breakfasst each mornning (Evans and
a
Montgom
mery 1994). Evans and Montgomery
M
y (1994) findd that collegee educated people are 144
percent more
m
likely to
t use a seat belt than sim
milar individduals a high school
s
degreee. They are also
more likeely to get theeir blood preessure checkked and own a working smoke detecttor (Evans annd
Montgom
mery 1994). In addition to
t checking for high bloood pressure, college eduucated peoplee are
more likeely to follow
w the health regimens
r
laid out by theiir doctors to treat their situations moore
carefullyy. Those with
h bachelor’s degrees or higher
h
are much
m
more likkely to understand and fully
fu
participatte in doctor recommendeed self-treatm
ment (Evanss and Montggomery 19944). A college
degree allso significan
ntly decreases an individdual’s likelihhood of beinng a drug useer (Cutler annd
Lleras-M
Muney 2006), and collegee educated people
p
are lesss likely to be
b heavy drinnkers or to have
h
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driven drunk (Evans and Montgomery 1994). The argument is that individuals with bachelor’s
degrees better understand the laws and consequences of their actions to drive drunk, and thus are
less likely to put others in danger by doing so.

Conclusion
Without knowledge gained through higher education, individuals simply cannot compete
in the 21st century economy. With a large educated population, a state or region can be attractive
to innovators, entrepreneurs, and companies that bring jobs not only for the most educated, but
also for others through indirect, or spillover benefits.
In South Carolina, investment in higher education produces palpable economic benefits.
It pays for itself and brings in additional revenue for the state over time. The annual benefits the
state will gain by reaching the HESC 29 percent attainment goal are significant.
The clearest way to discern the benefits that emerged in this study is the overall return on
the South Carolina government’s investment. For each dollar that the state spends between 2010
and 2030, on average $11.20 is added to the economy (measured by gross state product) over the
period. Further, after reaching the 29 percent goal in 2030, each dollar spent by the state boosts
South Carolina’s economic activity (measured by gross state product) by $25.20.
Beyond the results presented here, an investment in higher education supports a host of
positive effects for the state. These positive effects include significantly better health, lower
unemployment, lower poverty, higher labor force participation, and less incarceration. Thus, one
can see that funding for education is not simply providing a vital public service, but it is an
economic and social investment in South Carolina’s future that pays multiple returns.
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Appendix A: Assumptions of the Economic Analysis
The calculations for this study were based on a set of assumptions, the most important
being:
◦

Population will grow according to U.S. Census population projections by age group.

◦

Under a baseline scenario, the education structure of the age group 25-34 will remain
constant.

◦

Population is uniformly distributed within each age group.

◦

The earnings differential in 2007 by age group and educational attainment will remain
constant over time and will not be affected by the influx of new college graduates.

◦

Wages and costs will increase at the same rate as the inflation rate.

◦

The unemployment rates by age group and educational attainment will remain
constant over time, which means that there will be sufficient demand for the
knowledge and skills of these workers.

◦

All new college graduates will remain in the state.

◦

We do not account for the opportunity cost of social investments.

◦

In line with the work of Moretti (2004), we assume that an increase in the share of
college graduates generates social benefits in terms of higher earnings for all workers.

◦

We use a conservative estimate of the social benefit.

◦

We assume that the cost per student will remain the same in spite of the increase in
the number of new college graduates (no extraordinary investments necessary).

Complete details regarding the methodology used in this study can be obtained by
contacting the Division of Research, Moore School of Business, University of South
Carolina: http://mooreschool.sc.edu/moore/research/
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Appendix B: South Carolina Regional Tables
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